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Knitting through the back loop and yarn overs creates a dragon scales inspired cowl in a soft and luscious merino.

Materials
1 ball Longwood (100% Superwash Extra-fine Merino Wool – 191 yds/100 g) – shown in 18 (Green Spruce)
Size US 9 16” circular needle
Yarn needle
Stitch Marker

Gauge & Finished Measurements
11" long by 8.5" wide (unstretched)
Gauge unimportant

Abbreviations
K – Knit
P – Purl
YO – Yarn Over
K TBL – Knit Through Back Loop
K2tog TBL – Knit 2 Together Through Back Loop

Cast on 96 stitches (I used Cable Cast-on).
Join in the round, careful not to twist. Place marker to mark beginning of round.

K2, P2 for 1”

Start Pattern:
(Chart is below)

Row 1 - *[YO, K2Tog TBL, P, K TBL, P, K TBL, P, K TBL] - repeat from *
Row 2 - *[YO, P, K2Tog TBL, K TBL, P, K TBL, P, K TBL] – repeat from *
Row 3 - *[YO, K TBL, P, K2Tog TBL, P, K TBL, P, K TBL] - repeat from *
Row 4 - *[YO, K, K TBL, P, K2Tog TBL, K TBL, P, K TBL] - repeat from *
Row 5 - *[YO, K TBL, K, K TBL, P, K2Tog TBL, P, K TBL] - repeat from *
Row 6 - *[YO, K, K TBL, K, K TBL, P, K2Tog TBL, K TBL] - repeat from *
Row 7 - *[YO, K TBL, K, K TBL, K, K TBL, P, K2Tog TBL] - repeat from *
Row 8 - *[K2Tog TBL, K, K TBL, K, K TBL, K, K TBL, YO] - repeat from *
Row 9 - *[K2Tog TBL, K TBL, K, K TBL, K, K TBL, YO, P] - repeat from *
Row 10 - *[K2Tog TBL, K, K TBL, K, K TBL, YO, K TBL, P] - repeat from *
Row 11 - *[K2Tog TBL, K TBL, K, K TBL, YO, P, K TBL, P] - repeat from *
Row 12 - *[K2Tog TBL, K, K TBL, YO, K TBL, P, K TBL, P] - repeat from *
Row 13 - *[K2Tog TBL, K TBL, YO, P, K TBL, P, K TBL, P] - repeat from *
Row 14 - *[K2Tog TBL, YO, K TBL, P, K TBL, P, K TBL, P] - repeat from *

Continue until near desired length.
K2, P2 for 1”.
Bind off in K2, P2. Weave in ends.